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Dear Erasmus+ Project Partners,
You are invited to a final meeting of all the partner schools in Puck, Poland,
from Monday 31st May to Friday 4th June 2021. Spanish team will be absent
and we regret it but we understand the situation. If it is possible we will be in
touch with our Friends.
Proposed programme for the meeting in Poland:
1. The history of school and education-a presentation on women who used to work and
have some honours, success…
2. Visits to the museum of Solidarity, Emigration and The Second World War in
Gdańsk- historical events
3. Kashubian Pilgrims and the pilgrimage on the Puck Bay- fishing boats from Chałupy
to Puck-a meeting with Kashubian lovers
4. Old fishing cottages and settlements on Hel Peninsula-sightseeing
5. The museum of Hel defence along a historical route…..some shelters, cannons,
Kaper-a pirate connected with the sea…..
6. Workshops with posters, debates and sightseeing on historical and cultural subjects to
sum up everything in a Manual of good practice
7. Dicovering old huts in Seal settlement in Rzucewo and Middle Ages Settlement in
Sławutowo-historical traces……integration at the bonfire….
8. The day of tolerance – posters and workshops to support and promote our
project……
9. A contest on valuable women in Polish History-sharing on the social networks like
project blog and Facebook

Sunday 30 th May 2021
Arrival and accommodation in Aparthotel in Puck 30 th Sunday( coming SK, Cz,
Ro,) leaving Saturday 5th
https://apartamenty-kamienica.pl/#home

Kamienica
Morska 9 84-100 Puck Apartamenty Kamienica

Monday 31st May 2021
Welcome at school at 9.00-meeting a headteacher, starost or an education
chief, a mayor- introducing teams

Performance prepared by some students with a support of our dancing group
and its teacher Katarzyna-Bartoszewicz Stromska.
Puck-a short film by Asia Pałucka, A short animated film about Polish History
Paweł Stefan, Robert Stefański-, and a presentation on Polish History-Zuzanna
Derc, Traditions-Izabela Tocke,Kahoot on Partners’ -Zuzanna Derc, Role of
Men and Women-Aniela Dubicka, Hospice-Agnieszka Legęza, Kahoottolerance- Gabriela Niewiadomska, Education, Women-Wiktoria Lademann
10.00-10.15-a coffee break, some sweet snacks, a tour around school-Małgosia
Cieślak, Max Białk, Martyna Gappa, Jasicka Natalia
10.15-11.30- Visual thinking and board games - Julita Stromska
11.30-12.00 5 students from Slovakia,Czech, Romania, Poland-Paulina
Jamrozik in IT classrom and Spanish student participate in a lecture onlineMarina Navarro (President of a EU Youth Organization) Brussels
Topic: "Youth and Europe"

11.30-12.20Physical Education-Badminton and volleyball at the playground-PE teachers,
other students can also listen on their phones
12.30 -Dinner -Restaurant: „Pod Lwem”.
1.15-Haller’s exhibition-teachers in Museum Kamienica and coffee, glass
manufacture-10 students workshops, 10 students-visiting an exhibition, show
and exchange
14:45-teachers- a tour around Puck town with a guide- Ewelina Dalecka about
1 hour
3:15-City game- students divided into international teams-mixed-Paulina
Jamrozik and Joanna Pałucka
In the evening-integration in the hotel: Watching a film: Maria-Curie
Skłodowska, a famous Polish scientist

Tuesday 1st June 2021
9:00-a trip by bus to Hel Peninsula, Jurata a stop-Jastarnia-a fisherman house,
30 km- 11.00 A Museum of Defence-outside with a guide book 1 hour,
Museum of Hel -etnographic one-1 hour
1:30-2:00 seal aquarium-seals show
2:00- Fishermen Museum-a view point
3:00 a long walk to experience the connection of the Bay with the sea, the end
of Poland
5:00- A folk kashubian feast in Darżlubie-dinner with some dessert and folk
music, some Polish traditions- Potrykus Rafał
In the hotel about 9:00 p.m or 10.00 p.m

Wednesday 2nd June 2021
9:00 -a trip to Gdańsk about 1 hour, a meeting with a tour-guide Anna Kotula
Solidarity centre-2 hours
A short walk along Długa Street, a short history of Gdańsk, a photo near
Neptune, Green Gate, Golden Gate
2:00-a restaurant; „ Piwnica Rajców” in Gdańsk
3:00 Westerplatte tour-2 hours
6:00-a short stop in the Seal-hunter settlement in Rzucewo
Coming back to the hotel at 7:00
Thursday 3rd June 2021
9:00- a trip to Łeba Słowinski National Park -amazing dunes11.00- a ride by melex to Military Launch - visiting the launch, playing
volleyball and badminton and sunbathing
3:00-a ride back by melex
4:00- a dinner in Łeba- Star One-a resort
coming back to the hotel about 6:00

Friday 4th June
8:30-visit in the Museum of Puck Land- 1,5 hour of visiting the museum,
talking about traditions, customs and life in the past
9:30- A workshop-painting on glass in the Museum of Puck Land-old Polish
traditions 9 students,
10:00- An exhibition of Amber and archeological one- teachers and students 9
, exchange-9 students workshops,Music school workshops-9 students
10:30- workshops for the second group of students
11:30- 12:45 a questionnaire- evaluation of the meeting, a newsletter and
Manual of Good Practice- Mikołaj Hewelt
1:00-dinner in the Restaurant ‘Molo’ in Puck
2:00-sailing on the Puck Bay- 15 people, a ship- ‘Star one’.
3: 00-sailing on The Puck Bay-15 people, a ship- ‘ Star one’.
4:30- bowling in the sports centre Moksir
Saturday 5th June
Saying good bye to all the partners

Polish school coordinator-Izabela Pałucka

